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Refrigerant charge for VRF equipment is critical to obtain optimum performance.
 In 2016 Toshiba air conditioning introduced a new multi award winning 2 pipe heat pump VRF system, 

This pocket guide will take you through the step by step guidance in calculating the correct refrigerant charge 
for your SMMSe system.

Working out the correct refrigerant charge requires;

1) The outdoor equipment, quantity and size, (Compensation/Correction/Trim Charge). 
(Units have to be in the same system i.e. joined by pipe and cable with another unit,forming a modularized system) 

Different sizes and combinations of outdoor units, have a specific Compensation/Correction/Trim charge per combination

2) The quantity and size of indoor units installed. 
(Qty and size of Standard indoor units, Air to Air Heat Exchangers, Fresh Air Units)

Additional refrigerant charge amount indoor units Standard Indoor Unit Fresh Air Intake 
Indoor Units

Air to Air Heat Ex-
changer with DX Coil

Addition    kg/HP 0.4 0.2 0.2

3) The lengths and sizes of the liquid line installed. 
(Linear length only, i.e. straight pipes only, do not count bends or fittings.)

Pipe dia. Liquid Line inch 1/4” 3/8” 1/2” 5/8” 3/4” 7/8”

Additional refrigerant amount per m kg/m 0.025 0.055 0.105 0.160 0.250 0.350

Above multiplied by SMMSe Factor of 1.2

With the above information it is easy to calculate the additional refrigerant charge for each system.

This guide will break the formula down to easy steps, using data from the supplied charts.

Unit U2 Unit U1Unit U1

Refrigerant pipe work

Electrical Inter-connect U5 & U6

Multi System                               Single System

Wiring to 
indoor 
units 

U1&U2

Wiring to 
indoor 
units 

U1&U2

Pipework to 
indoor units

Pipework to 
indoor units
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1) The outdoor equipment, quantity and size, (Compensation/Correction/Trim Charge). 
    Individual outdoor units can be joined together via pipes and electrics, forming a modularized system, there 
is a specific correction/trim charge for each combination of units, firstly identify the individual units which are        
forming the system.

Example 1.  1 x MMY-MAP2206HT8-PE + 2 x MMY-MAP 1606HT8-PE = 54HP system which has a Compensation/Correction/Trim 
charge of -0.5kg.

Using the chart below identify the combination of units and utilise the Compensation/Correction/Trim charge 
in the left hand column.

Table 1

Please note;
There are two types of modularized systems, Standard and High Efficiency, the example above is for a Standard      

system, if the units combined where;
Example 2. 2 x MMY-MAP2006HT8-PE + 1 x MMY-MAP1406HT8-PE = 54HP system which has a Compensation/Correction/Trim 

charge of +1.5kg.
This would be a High efficiency system and the compensation/correction/trim charge is different from that of a 

standard system.
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2) The quantity and size of indoor units installed. 
     (Qty and size of Standard indoor units, Air to Air Heat Exchangers, Fresh Air Units)
Additional refrigerant is added to the system for each indoor unit connected in the system, this is worked out 
dependant on the type of indoor unit installed;
Fresh Air Intake Units, MMD-AP0481/0721/0961HFE - 0.2kg/HP
Air to Air Heat Exchanger, MMD-VN502/802/1002HEXE - 0.2kg/HP
Standard Units, MMK, MMU (MH,HP,WH,YH), MMC, MMD (SPH, BH, H), MML (BH, H, NH), MMF - 0.4kg/HP

Additional refrigerant charge amount indoor units Standard Indoor Unit Fresh Air Intake 
Indoor Units

Air to Air Heat Ex-
changer with DX Coil

Addition    kg/HP 0.4 0.2 0.2

Table 2

       

                    Table 4

                                                                    
                                                                  Table 3                                                                                                                                        Table 5

Identify the quantity and respective HP for all the Standard units, Air to Air Heat Exchangers with DX Coils and 
Fresh Air Intake Units installed within the system being charged.

Multiply the quantity of units by the HP of each unit (Table 3), by the relavent factor (Table 2)

Example 3. 10 x MMY-MMUAP0274HP-E (10 x 3 x 0.4 = 12kg) + 2 x MMD-VNM802HEXE (Heat Exchanger with DX Coil)                
(2 x 2.5 x 0.2 = 1kg) TOTAL 12+1 = 13kg

Standard Units
Model HP
005* 0.6
007* 0.8
009* 1
012* 1.25
015* 1.7
018* 2
024* 2.5
027* 3
030* 3.2
036* 4
048* 5
056* 6
072* 8
096* 10

Air to Air Heat 
Exchanger with DX 

Coil
Model HP
050* 1.7
080* 2.5
100* 3.2
096* 10

Fresh Air Intake 
Units

Model HP
048* 5
056* 8
096* 10
096* 10

*

*
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3) The lengths and sizes of the liquid line installed. 
      (Linear length only, i.e. straight pipes only, do not count bends or fittings.)

Pipe dia. Liquid Line inch 1/4” 3/8” 1/2” 5/8” 3/4” 7/8”

Additional refrigerant amount per m kg/m 0.025 0.055 0.105 0.160 0.250 0.350
                  Table 6

Measure the lengths of Liquid Line pipes installed, STRAIGHT PIPE ONLY (Linear), DO NOT CALCULATE FOR BENDS 
OR  FITTINGS, multiply by the corresponding kg/m (Table 6) and multiply by 1.2 (The factor for SMMSe)

Example 4, 20 metres of 1/4” = 0.5kg + 30 metres of 1/2” = 3.15kg + 50 metres of 3/4” = 12.5kg (0.5 + 3.15 + 12.5) X 1.2 = 
19.38kg

Utilizing the examples within this publication;

1)  Example 1.  1 x MMY-MAP2206HT8-PE + 2 x MMY-MAP 1606HT8-PE = 54HP system which has a Compensation/Correc-
tion/Trim charge of -0.5kg.

2)  Example 3. 10 x MMY-MMUAP0274HP-E (10 x 3 x 0.4 = 12kg) + 2 x MMD-VNM802HEXE (Heat Exchanger with DX Coil) 
(2 x 2.5 x 0.2 = 1kg) TOTAL 12+1 = 13kg

3)  Example 4, 20 metres of 1/4” = 0.5kg + 30 metres of 1/2” = 3.15kg + 50 metres of 3/4” = 12.5kg (0.5 + 3.15 + 12.5) X 1.2 
= 19.38kg

      
The additional refrigerant charge for this system would be;

-0.5 +13 + 19.38 = 31.88kg

  In compliance with current F-Gas regulations 
  a label should be attached to the outdoor unit 
  adjacent to the Service Valves, with 
  Factory Charge plus Additional Charge
  this would be 34.5 + 31.88 = 66.38kg
  (A label is provided within the installation manual 
  which accompanies the outdoor unit)

34.50

31.88

66.38
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Notes
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Contact details;

Cool Designs Ltd Technical Support

07590 775 510
Monday - Friday 07.30 to 19.30

Toshiba Air Conditioning
24/7 technical support

0870 843 0333 

Text back service

07624 803 017
(Type fault code in lower case no spaces)

Cool Designs Ltd reserves the right to change the product specifications, data and images without prior notice

Check out our new “How to do”
videos on YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=cooldesignsltd


